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Abraham Jenkins, where and who was he? We know he was born sometime between 1740 and 
1750 in Virginia and died in Virginia. Who was his father? Who was his mother? Did he have any 
siblings? 
The way I see it there are numerous selections for Abraham’s father: Ezekiel, William, John, or 
James based on location and time frame. There is an assortment for his Grandfather: Morgan, 
Edmond, Nicholas, Alexander, or Oliver. Yet there is no known connection to attribute to any of 
these.
For his siblings could Jonas, Timothy or Richard Jenkins be Abraham’s brothers they all fall in the 
same timeframe, location and birth dates. Again there is no known written documentation that 
could validate these questions.
According to the information passed to me by my great Aunts and Uncles Abraham’s wife was 
Sarah Lillard the daughter of Benjamin Lillard. I have no solid fact to back that statement other that 
the close relationship between the two through the numerous transactions found in Virginia Deed 
and Will books.
I have seen where some researchers have conveyed what I consider attempts to show 
correlations that have a probability of filling in missing blanks but none come with validations: 
dates, documents, wills, or records that can justify the information that can correctly connect the 
facts and information they have stated.
I have spent over 25 years at countless libraries around Virginia searching and researching hoping 
to find where Abraham popped up from with no success. I have continually visited and reviewed 
the findings of Mr. Lucius Harvey and the books of Ms. Amelia Cleland Gilreath and although their 
stated findings and facts into the Jenkins Family Genealogy they to have left voids that have left 
unanswered questions and concerns.
Tell me what you think!
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